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Design patterns books have been gaining popularity since languages like Java and C++ first became widely used. Since Microsoft released its first truly object-oriented language, .NET, software designers from an even broader range of business and programming spheres have been looking for ways to refine and write better code. Many have turned toward design patterns, iterative and AGILE design methodologies, and other more defined ways to improve performance, maintainability, portability, and scalability of code as well as design processes. This book fits into that need in that it can teach people who write software new skills and techniques for improving their existing and new coding efforts.

Design patterns have been around for quite a few years. They were originally created by the Gang of Four (Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, and John Vlissides), which is responsible for formalizing the accepted design patterns we use today. Their use, while questioned and argued over by different programming schools of thought, has generally been accepted as “best practices” within the development community. The original takeoff of design patterns was brought about in the Java and C++ world.

Other languages like .NET (dot NET) have sprung up in recent years to fill certain marketing and technology voids left open by these languages, and have adopted design patterns in one way or another to mimic what was learned by programmers in Java and C++. Even the previously script-oriented syntax of Visual Basic has blossomed into a fully object-oriented language, via Visual Basic.NET. Microsoft also added a Java-like language, which has related syntax and framework structure, in the form of C#, which is so much like Java that applying design patterns is a relatively expected conjecture.
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Mathematical Structures for Computer Science: A Modern Treatment of Discrete MathematicsW. H. Freeman, 2002

	The important role that discrete structures plays in computer science is gaining recognition.
	Computing Curricula 2001 (CC2001), the latest curriculum recommendation for computer-
	related education, was a joint undertaking of the Institute for Electrical and Electronic
	Engineers/Computer Society (IEEE/CS) and the Association for...
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The Definitive Guide to the .NET Compact FrameworkApress, 2003
The .NET Compact Framework brings the world of managed code and XML Web  services to smart devices, and it enables the execution of secure, downloadable  applications on devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs), mobile  phones, and set-top boxes. 

The Definitive Guide to the .NET Compact Framework targets both...
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BMA Illustrated Medical DictionaryDK Adult, 2002

	This dictionary gives comprehensive coverage of anatomical terms, disorders, tests, treatments and drugs and contains extensive cross referencing for fast access to related topics.


	Essential A–Z quick reference to over 5,500 medical terms

	 


	The British Medical Association
...
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Beginning Rails: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Beginning Rails is the practical starting point for anyone wanting to learn how to build dynamic web applications using the Rails framework for Ruby. You’ll learn how all of the components of Rails fit together and how you can leverage them to create sophisticated web applications with less code and more joy.
This book is...
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Official Ubuntu Book, The (6th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	AS WE WRITE THIS, it has been several years since we penned the first edition
	of The Official Ubuntu Book. Over that time, we have seen Ubuntu continue
	its explosive growth. Updating this book drives this fact home in striking
	ways. For example, the number of users and posts in the Ubuntu Forums
	has nearly doubled since the last...
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Kernel Smoothing (Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability)CRC Press, 1994

	Kernel smoothing refers to a general methodology for recovery of underlying structure in data sets. The basic principle is that local averaging or smoothing is performed with respect to a kernel function.

	

	This book provides uninitiated readers with a feeling for the principles, applications, and analysis of kernel smoothers....
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